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The Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann tends to be excellent reading book that is understandable. This is why this book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann becomes a favored book to check out. Why don't you really want turned into one of them? You can take pleasure in reviewing Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann while doing other activities. The visibility of the soft documents of this book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann is type of obtaining experience quickly. It includes how you need to save the book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann, not in racks obviously. You could wait in your computer system gadget and gadget.
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Is Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann publication your preferred reading? Is fictions? How's regarding record? Or is the most effective vendor novel your selection to satisfy your downtime? Or even the politic or spiritual books are you searching for now? Here we go we provide Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann book collections that you require. Bunches of numbers of publications from lots of industries are given. From fictions to science and also spiritual can be searched and also found out here. You might not worry not to locate your referred publication to review. This Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann is one of them. If you obtain the published book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann in on-line book store, you could also find the exact same problem. So, you need to move establishment to shop Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann as well as look for the available there. Yet, it will certainly not happen right here. The book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann that we will offer right here is the soft file concept. This is exactly what make you can conveniently find as well as get this Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann by reading this website. Our company offer you Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann the most effective product, always and also consistently. Never ever question with our deal, since we will consistently provide exactly what you need. As similar to this updated book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann, you might not locate in the various other location. However right here, it's very simple. Merely click and download, you could possess the Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann When convenience will reduce your life, why should take the challenging one? You can buy the soft documents of the book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann right here and also be member people. Besides this book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann, you can also find hundreds listings of the books from several resources, collections, authors, as well as writers in worldwide.
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(Music Sales America). A comprehensive instruction guide to blues slide guitar styles. Contains over 25 accurate transcriptions of authentic bottleneck blues tunes by such masters as Son House, Robert Johnson, Charlie Patton and many more. Songs include: A Spoonful Blues * Black Ace * C.C. Rider * Come on in My Kitchen * Country Farm Blues * Crossroad Blues * Denver Blues * Don't Sell It * Dry Spell Blues * High Sheriff Blues * I Got to Cross That River of Jordan * It's Just Too Bad * Mean Old Twister * Milk Cow Blues * No Woman No Nickel * Poor Boy Long Way from Home * Roll and Tumble * So Lonesome * Walking Blues * Whoopee Blues * Yo Yo Blues * You Can't Keep No Brown * You Got to Reap What You Sow * Your Enemy Cannot Harm You. ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



Sales Rank: #524244 in Books Brand: Hal Leonard Model: 1722963 Published on: 1996-04-01 Released on: 1996-04-01 Original language: English Number of items: 1 Dimensions: 12.00" h x .33" w x 9.00" l, 1.13 pounds Binding: Paperback 126 pages



Most helpful customer reviews 31 of 32 people found the following review helpful. Awesome!! By DeltaBluesDawg 24 great bottleneck pieces from 17 Masters of the blues. Includes Robert Johnson, Son House, Leadbelly, Charlie Patton, and Tampa Red to name a few. More than enough to start building a repetoire. It will keep you busy for a long time. Songs include greats like "Walkin' Blues", "Come on in my kitchen", "Cross Road Blues"--good stuff. This is not really a beginners book. Intermediate at least. For a great beginners book get "Traditional, Country, and Electric Slide Guitar" by Arlen Roth. That one will give a beginner "That Sound" right off the bat. 5 of 5 people found the following review helpful. Great slide book By R. French I found the book to be very helpful, and full of great information about slide players and their music.



So far it has been easy to read and understand, but I have had help. I am currently taking lessons and my instructor is using this book as one of the resources to teach me slide. I am not sure if I would have the same understanding if I was trying this alone. The books takes you step by step through the concepts of the blues and slide guitar. I feel it has been well worth the price. 28 of 31 people found the following review helpful. Good, but you probably want a teacher to help you work through it By Michael Kerry This book has definite pros and cons for me. First, let me say that I consider myself an early intermediate player, having previously worked through Fingerstyle Guitar by Ken Perlman (http://www.amazon.com/Fingerstyle-Guitar-Ken-Perlman/dp/157424115X), which I did under the guidance of the same teacher that I have started working through this book with. The book is organized into two sections: first, an instructional section, with exercises and small training pieces; second, the tabbed songs. The instructional section is pretty good, but I was dismayed to discover that there is no accompanying CD with the book (hearing the examples would have been great...fortunately, I have a good teacher). Alas, the instruction pretty much stops once you get to the songs. The selection of songs is great; lots of really fantastic material, much of which I hadn't heard before. Each artist is given a paragraph or two of introduction, along with some background on the songs. However, there is virtually no instruction on actually playing the songs (fingering recommendations or slide technique, etc.). It's just you and the tab from there on out. Fortunately, every single song is available on iTunes; still it would have been nice to have a CD included, first with the original recordings and second with a recording of the music (as tabbed out) being played. Since the originals are often quite old, those recordings are not as helpful as they might be in some cases. Further, the originals are often more than a single guitar (even the very first tune, Black Ace, has a strummed accompaniment in the original, so the tabbed version sounds a bit different). Overall, however, this isn't a big deal. Also, it should be noted that most of the songs have tab for just a couple of variations played in the original recording. This is not unexpected, and can provide good training for the student (figuring out new variations), however in some cases the author was a bit chaotic in his choices for what to tab and what not to. Example, Yo Yo Blues has an Introduction, verse 1, verse 2 and a variation of verse tabbed out, spanning five pages in the book; yet Tampa Red's You Got To Reap What You Sow has two small sections (main and a variation, although it isn't marked as such) with a small coda, on only two pages. Listen to the two originals! Yo Yo Blues is pretty much the same throughout (minor differences) yet You Got To Reap What You Sow is full of variations, and has a neat little intro that, while not terribly complicated, isn't tabbed out at all! The latter tune is far more deserving of the extra attention than the former, IMHO (although I like both). The worst part about the book, however, are the errors. While I have only looked at a handful of the songs in detail thus far, so far almost all of the ones I have attempted have had errors in the tab -- mostly subtle, but some pretty bad. So, again, not having a more experienced player to go through it with you -- my teacher has been invaluable here -- would make it very difficult. Having said that, the process of going through the songs, finding and fixing errors, has itself been very educational (good ear training). Like most things, you get out of it what you put in...



Finally, I would say that the songs are not necessarily well-ordered, in terms of difficulty. Black Ace is a good one to start with, for sure, but I felt that song two (Milk Cow Blues; the Kokomo Arnold version, which I was not familiar with, and is much better than the Robert Johnson version) was significantly harder. So much so that we started skipping around after that (e.g., song four, Yo Yo Blues, seemed much easier to me than Milk Cow; even the Tampa Red stuff was easier to get the basics, as it is slower and much less rhythmically challenging, although it is harder to really master in terms of tone and expression -- it's Tampa Red, after all -- but perhaps this is just personal ability). Bottom line: I like the material a lot and I'm glad I have the book, but I wish there was a CD, more detailed playing notes on the songs themselves, and fewer errors in the tab. If you are experienced enough to work through some of these shortcomings, or have a teacher to help, the book will be great as you'll learn a lot doing so. If you are not so experienced and do not have help, I would be careful as you may get frustrated. See all 8 customer reviews...
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By clicking the web link that we provide, you could take guide Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann perfectly. Attach to net, download, as well as save to your gadget. What else to ask? Checking out can be so simple when you have the soft documents of this Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann in your gizmo. You could additionally replicate the documents Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann to your workplace computer system or in the house and even in your laptop. Merely discuss this great information to others. Suggest them to visit this web page and get their hunted for books Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann.



The Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann tends to be excellent reading book that is understandable. This is why this book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann becomes a favored book to check out. Why don't you really want turned into one of them? You can take pleasure in reviewing Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann while doing other activities. The visibility of the soft documents of this book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann is type of obtaining experience quickly. It includes how you need to save the book Bottleneck Blues Guitar (Guitar Books) By Woody Mann, not in racks obviously. You could wait in your computer system gadget and gadget.
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